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Finite-temperature properties of the generalized Falicov-Kimball model
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The thermodynamic properties of the extended Falicov-Kimball model~FKM! for spinless fermions are
studied as a function of temperature, doping, and interlevel spacing on the two-dimensional lattice. Thermo-
dynamic quantities are calculated using the finite-temperature Lanczos method with additional phase averaging
for a system of 434 sites. Changes of the thermodynamic properties are studied as the system evolves from
its symmetric limit represented by the original Hubbard model to the other limiting case, which corresponds to
the original FKM for spinless fermions. Our results indicate that valence transition exists in the extended
Falicov-Kimball model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Falicov-Kimball model~FKM! was originally pro-
posed to explain a metal-insulator transition that occurs
transition-metals and rare-earth compounds. In its orig
version,1 the FKM consists of localizedf orbitals which in-
teract with a dispersive band ofd orbitals through an on-site
Coulomb repulsion. There is no hybridization between
two bands. The FKM has also been extensively used to
scribe valence transitions in intermediate valence co
pounds. A renewed interest in this model started when P
tengenet al.2 suggested that the FKM might lead to th
formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate ofd-f excitons.
Such a state has a built in macroscopic electric polarizat
This suggestion was later supported by the exact solutio
the FKM in infinite dimensions.3

Recently, one of us showed that electronically driven f
roelectricity exists in the strong coupling regime of an e
tended FKM~Ref. 4! with no extra hybridization betwee
the f and d orbitals. The existence of this new mechanis
opens the door to new technological applications due to
strong coupling between the orbital and the spin degree
freedom of each electron:4 for instance, a magnetic field ca
be used as a switch for the ferroelectric state.

The spontaneous ferroelectric state that exists in
mixed-valence regime of the extended FKM is the con
quence of a coherent spontaneous hybridization between
atomic orbitals with opposite parity under spatial inversi
( f andd in our case!.4 This state competes with an orbital
ordered ~chessboardlike! state that is also realized in th
mixed valence regime. The most important ingredients n
essary for the realization of the electrically polarized st
are~a! the system has to be in the mixed valence regime,~b!
the two orbitals which are involved must have opposite p
ity under spatial inversion,~c! a finite Coulomb repulsion
U f d between electrons occupying different bands is requir
~d! it is better if both bands have similar bandwidths, and~e!
hybridization between bands is not necessary althoug
plays an important role in defining the nature of the lo
energy spectrum of the ferroelectric state.4

For simplicity, we will consider an extended FKM fo
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spinless fermions. Although the spin degrees of freedom
play an important role due to the coupling with the orbi
flavor,4 the philosophy of the present work is to isolate t
orbital degrees of freedom, which are responsible for
ferroelectricity, in order to simplify the study of its thermo
dynamic properties. The Hamiltonian defined on a squ
lattice is given by

H5ed(
i

ni
d1e f(

i
ni

f2td(̂
ij &

di
†dj1U f d(

i
ni

dni
f

1t f(̂
ij &

f i
†f j , ~1!

whereni
f5 f i

†f i andni
d5di

†di are thef- andd-orbital occupa-
tion numbers on sitei. The sum^ ij & runs over pairs of
nearest-neighbor sites. For historical reasons we have na
the orbitalsd and f, but these two labels can represent a
pair of orbitals with opposite parity under a spatial inversio

While the original FKM can be viewed as a singl
particle problem at zero temperature, this is not the case
the extended model given by Eq.~1!. This model can be
exactly mapped into an asymmetric Hubbard model~AHM !.4

After this mapping, the orbital flavor is replaced by a pseu
spin variable:ci↑5 f i and ci↓5di . Replacing these expres
sions in Eq.~1!, we get the desired expression forH:

H5e(
i,s

nis2 (
^ ij &,s

ts~cis
† cjs1cjs

† cis!1U f d(
i

ni↑ni↓

1Bz(
i

t i
z , ~2!

where e5(ed1e f)/2 and Bz5e f2ed and t i
z5(ni

f2ni
d)/2.

Without any loss of generality we sete50 since a finitee
merely represents a shift of the chemical potential. When
original bands have the same dispersion, i.e.,t f5td5ts , H
is reduced to the original Hubbard model with addition
Zeeman coupling to an external magnetic field. For the g
eral case, the SU~2! symmetry of the original Hubbard mode
is reduced to a U~1! symmetry due to the presence of th
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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Zeeman term and the different hopping amplitudes for e
spin polarization (t↑Þt↓). The generator of this U(1) sym
metry istz5( it i

z , and the associated conserved quantity
the difference between the total number of particles in e
band. We use these conservation laws in building our
merical method. It is also important to note that in the n
version of our original model, thez component of the tota
magnetization couples to the difference between the pop
tions of both bands. Therefore, in the new language the
lence instabilities are described as metamagnetic or spin
~finite jump in the magnetization! transitions. In a real sys
tem, the value ofBz is varied by applying pressure or b
alloying. In addition, the orbitally ordered state~chessboard-
like! and the Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons are
resented by longitudinal~along to thez axis! and transverse
~xy-like! spin density waves, respectively.4

In our finite-temperature study we will focus on the inve
tigation of the thermodynamic properties of the AHM@Eq.
~2!# as a function of temperature, doping and external m
netic field. Note that the external magnetic field correspo
to the energy difference between the centers of both band
our original version of the extended FKM@see Eq.~1!#.
There are two main goals of our investigation. First, we w
to gain a deeper physical understanding of the AHM
studying its thermodynamic properties. The motivation
such investigation is primarily coming from the recently e
tablished electronically driven spontaneous polarizatio4

Second, we want to study how the valence instabilities
affected by the inclusion of a realistic hopping integral f
the lower band.

II. METHOD

We study numerically the asymmetric Hubbard model
a square lattice using the finite temperature Lanczos me
~FTLM! ~Refs. 5 and 6! with the additional phase averagin
explained in detail in Refs. 7 and 8. In short, the method
based on the Lanczos procedure of exact diagonaliza
with a random sampling over initial wave functions a
phases representing the effect of a uniform vec
potential.7,8 There are many advantages of this method
comparison to more standard methods as are the h
temperature expansion techniques and quantum Monte C
calculations. The method connects continuously the hi
and low- temperature regimes. There is no minus-sign pr
lem, and the method applies well almost independently
the Hubbard coupling strengthU f d; nevertheless the bes
results are achieved in the intermediate to strong coup
regime. The main limitation to the validity of the resul
comes from finite-size effects which appear atT,Tf s . The
Tf s strongly depends on the physical properties of the s
tem. For gapless systems, a criterion forTf s defined through
the thermodynamic sumZ̄(T)5Tr exp(2(H2E0)/T) calcu-
lated in a given system at fixed particle numberNe can be
used together with the requirementZ̄(Tf s)5Z* @1.6 If there
is a gap in the excitation spectrum, as is the case fot↑
Þt↓ , this criterion can be relaxed (Z* *1) leading to sub-
stantially lowerTf s .
19511
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The calculation of the thermodynamic properties for t
original FKM (t↑50) does not require a solution of a man
body problem, since in this case, the spin-up local occu
tion number is a good quantum number with two possi
values:wi51 or wi50.9–12 Therefore, for a given spin-up
electron configurationw5$w1 ,w2 , . . . ,wL%, the model
Hamiltonian @Eq. ~2!# represents a noninteracting proble
for spin-down electrons moving in a fixed potential creat
by spin-up electrons. The ground state energy of such sys
is just the sum over the number of spin-down lowest sing
particle energies. The thermodynamic properties are obta
by a summation over all possible configurations of spin-
electrons w5$w1 ,w2 , . . . ,wL% on small square cluster
with L sites (L516,20). In order to compensate for the sm
size of the clusters, the thermal properties of the system
investigated via the grand canonical ensemble and avera
over different boundary conditions as in the case of the H
bard model. In this way the results are considerably i
proved in general and more specifically for the largest d
ings n;0.6–0.8. It is also important to note that the FTL
could as well be used to compute thermodynamic proper
of the FKM ~on 434 lattice!, however with a significantly
larger computational effort. We will show that the resu
obtained for the original FKM summing over all the possib
configurations of the spin-up electrons are very similar to
ones obtained with the FTLM fort↑ /t↓50.1. This provides
an additional test for both methods.

III. RESULTS

A. Entropy and specific heat

Using the FTLM with additional phase averaging on
34 lattice for t↑ /t↓Þ0 and sampling over all possible non
interacting states for the case oft↑50 we evaluate the en
tropy densitys:

s5 ln V/N1~^H&2m^Ne&!/NT, ~3!

whereNe is the total electron-number operator connected
electron-density throughn5n↑1n↓5^Ne&/N. From s we
also evaluate the specific heatCV5T(]s/]T)n .

In Fig. 1 we presentCV(T) for U f d58, different ratios of
t↑ /t↓51.0,0.3,0.1, and 0.0, andBz50. We first comment on
results calculated at half-filling, i.e.,n51. The caset↑ /t↓
51 corresponds to the original SU~2! invariant Hubbard
model. The low energy peak atn51 is associated with spin
excitations. In terms of our original model, these spin ex
tations represent the Goldstone modes of the orbital orde
and the Bose-Einstein condensation of excitons which
degenerate at the SU~2! invariant point. In the largeU f d

limit, U f d.W54(t↑1t↓), this peak is approximately lo
cated atT/t↓58t↓/3U f d.7,13 In this limit, the low energy
physics of the Hubbard model forn51 can be mapped into
a Heisenberg model. The broad high-energy peak loca
aroundT;U f d/4.8 is associated with charge excitations13

Decreasing the ratiot↑ /t↓ , the low-energy peak become
substantially sharper and moves towards lower temperatu
2-2
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FINITE-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195112 ~2003!
At t↑50, i.e., for the original version of the FKM, our ca
culations qualitatively agree with the results
Farkašovský.11

The low temperature behavior ofCV at n51 is easy to
understand if we take into consideration that the low ene
spectrum of the AHM maps into anS51/2 XXZmodel in the
strong coupling regime. The effective couplings are:Jz

52(t↑
21t↓

2)/U f d and J'54t↑t↓ /U f d.4 The CV(T) curves
calculated with anXXZ model on 20 lattice sites are pre
sented in Fig. 1 with tiny dashed lines fort↑ /t↓50.3, 0.1,
and 0. The peak positions and the widths are well captu
by this effective model even though the ratioU f d/W is not so
high. The XXZ model becomes an Ising model whenJ'

50. If we consider that the Ising variables take the valu
61, the effective coupling becomesJIsing5Jz/45t↓

2/2U f d.
The CV of the Ising model has a logarithmic singularity
the phase transition temperatureTc;2.27JIsing;1.14t↓

2/U f d

which roughly agrees with the position of the low tempe
ture peak att↓50. Due to obvious limitations in the size o
our system we cannot study the development of the singu
ity in the specific heat that is expected for the thermo
namic limit. Instead of this singularity, we observe a fin
peak which becomes sharper for lower values oft↑ /t↓ , since
the effective model becomes more Ising-like.

There is a substantial difference inCV between the sym-
metric and asymmetric Hubbard models at low temperatu
In the symmetric case, the low temperature behavior is g
erned by the two-dimensional AFM magnon spectra wh
leads toCV}T2, while for t↑ /t↓Þ1 a gap opens in the mag
non spectrum leading to an exponentially activated beha
of CV . Those details cannot be clearly seen in Fig. 1 beca
we are unable to study the system at low enough temp
tures.

At small doping away from half-filling, e.g.,n50.9, the
low temperature peak att↑ /t↓51 substantially diminishes

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Specific heatCV ~per unit cell! vs T for
U f d58, Bz50, various electron densitiesn, and different ratios of
t↑ /t↓ . Tiny dashed lines representCV for the S51/2 XXZ model
~also see the text!.
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while for t↑ /t↓,1 it moves toward smaller temperatures i
dicating a softening of the low energy collective excitation
At even larger dopings, e.g.,n&0.7, the two peaked struc
ture completely disappears. In the symmetric limit,CV ap-
proaches the result for noninteracting electrons, while
t↑ /t↓Þ1 an asymmetric peak develops atT/t↓;0.25 and at
even lower temperaturesCV exponentially approaches zero
This rather unexpected difference is caused by the fact
doping away from half-filling turns the asymmetric syste
into a band ferromagnet. As we will see below, this ba
ferromagnetism is reinforced by the addition of the Coulom
repulsionU f d. Band ferromagnetism is caused by the diffe
ent dispersion of spin up and spin down bands. It is energ
cally convenient to remove more fermions from thef band
because it has a higher density of states.

In Fig. 2 we present the results for the entropy densits
defined in Eq.~3!. While most of the physical interpretatio
given in the previous paragraphs applies equally well to
analysis ofs, examining Fig. 2 gives a new perspective. F
n51 we observe the increase ins with temperature that be
comes steeper as the ratiot↑ /t↓ decreases. This can easily b
explained with the flattening of the band for spin up ele
trons. The plateau located nears; ln(2), which also becomes
more pronounced with decreasing the ratiot↑ /t↓ , is caused
by the strong Coulomb interactionU f d which introduces a
gap for charge excitations. The value of the charge ga
proportional toU f d in the strong coupling limit. The position
of the plateau in Fig. 2 andt↑ /t↓*0 corresponds to a deep i
CV , seen in Fig. 1, while the gradual increase ofs at higher
temperatures, i.e.,T/t↓*0.6, corresponds to formation of th
broad high temperature peak inCV whose position is gov-
erned byU f d.

B. Spin susceptibility and magnetization

We next turn to the uniform spin susceptibility defined
xs

z5]M /]Bz with M5^Sz&/N. In terms of the original vari-

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Entropy densitys vs T for U f d58, Bz

50, various electron densitiesn, and different ratios oft↑ /t↓ .
2-3
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S. EL SHAWISH, J. BONCˇ A, AND C. D. BATISTA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195112 ~2003!
ables,xs
z represents the charge-transfer susceptibility, i.e

large value ofxs
z indicates that the system is close to a v

lence instability. This valence instability can be induced
applying pressure. In Fig. 3 we show the calculated s
susceptibilityxs

z(T). A peak is located aroundT* ;0.3t↓ for
t↑ /t↓51 and n51. With lowering the temperature,xs

z(T)
slightly decreases and saturates, which is a signature o
formation of antiferromagnetic correlations.6 Decreasing the
doping, this peak shifts to lower temperatures. In the an
tropic case, e.g.,t↑ /t↓,1, xs

z(T) displays a considerably
different behavior at low temperatures and for all fillings.
half-filling, n51, xs

z(T) approaches zero at low temper
tures. This is a consequence of the spin gap introduced by
Ising-like anisotropy (J'52(t↑

21t↓
2)/U f d and Jz

54t↑t↓ /U f d) associated with the asymmetric regime.4 At a
lower band filling,n;0.8, xs

z seems to saturate displaying
Pauli like behavior. At even lower fillings,n<0.7, it again
approaches zero. For comparison we also show, in the in
of Fig. 3, noninteractingxs

z for t↑ /t↓50.3,0.1,0. A logarith-
mic divergence of noninteractingxs

z at n51 and lowT, seen
in t↑ /t↓50.3,0.1 and for all fillings int↑50 system, is a
consequence of the divergent density of states near the F
level. A more detailed understanding of the behavior ofxs

z at
various band fillings can be obtained by inspecting the m
netizationM5(n↑2n↓)/2 as a function of fillingn which is
presented in Fig. 4.M is zero for any filling in the symmetric
limit. In contrast, a finite magnetization is obtained wh
doping the asymmetric system (t↑Þt↓) away from half-
filling. As the band filling decreases, a larger number
spin-up electrons is removed from the system due to hig
density of states of the spin-up polarization band at the Fe
level. The effect of finite interaction at smaller fillings,n
,1, is to increase the magnetization in comparison to
noninteracting value~see the insets of Fig. 4!. For U f d50,

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Spin susceptibilityxs
z vs T for U f d58,

Bz50, various electron densitiesn, and different ratios oft↑ /t↓ .
Insets present noninteractingxs

z(T) calculated on the infinite squar
lattice for the same values ofn as in finite-U f d cases.
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the magnetization peaks atn* 50.5 with a maximum value
of M (n51/2,T50)52n/2520.25. At finite U f d, for all
the interacting cases presented in Fig. 4, the peak v
M (n* ) exceeds the noninteracting limit. Ift↑50, M (n)
nearly follows its saturated valueM52n/2, presented with
a tiny dashed line in the intervaln&0.7. This also explains
why xs

z(T) approaches zero at lower fillings for the asym
metric case. Therefore, even though the ferromagnetism
band effect, a finite Coulomb repulsionU f d enhances the
magnetization. This is an expected behavior, since by tra
ferring charge from the band with lower occupancy to t
more populated one, the interband Coulomb energy is
duced.

C. Thermodynamics at finite Bz

In this subsection we focus on the thermodynamic pr
erties at half-filling,n51, as a function of the pseudomag
netic fieldBz5e f2ed , which in the original version of the
extended FKM@Eq. ~1!# represents the energy difference b
tween the centers of thef andd bands. Starting withCV(T)
shown in Fig. 5, we first notice that the effect ofBz on the
low-T behavior ofCV(T) changes substantially between th
symmetric and asymmetric limits. While the effect of in
creasingBz is small for t↑5t↓ , a much more pronounce
change is observed in the asymmetric case. In particu
increasingBz for the symmetric case in the interval 0<Bz
,t↓ only diminishes the low-T peak slightly. In contrast, if
t↑50.3t↓ , the low-T peak moves toward smaller temper
tures and broadens in the regimeBz&0.8t↓ . For Bz*0.8t↓
only a broad shoulder remains visible. For even smaller
tios of the hoppings,t↑50.1t↓,0, andBz*0.4t↓ , the low-T
peak either completely disappears or moves to temperat
which are not accessible to our calculations.CV(T) is small
and nearlyT independent at low temperatures, 0.05,T/t↓
,0.5, in the interval 0.4,Bz /t↓,0.6. Such a behavior in
dicates that the entropy increases at lowT. As we can see in
Fig. 6, the magnetization changes very rapidly in this inter
of magnetic fields. For larger values of the magnetic fie

FIG. 4. ~Color online! MagnetizationM ~per unit cell! vs n for
U f d58, Bz50, various temperaturesT, and different ratios oft↑
,t↓ . Tiny dashed lines representT50 and theU f d50 saturation
limit 2M5n/2. Insets present noninteractingM (T) calculated on
the infinite square lattice for the same values ofT as in finite-U f d

cases.
2-4
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FINITE-TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195112 ~2003!
Bz*0.8t↓ , the low-T behavior ofCV(T) again shows the
activated behavior of gaped systems. In terms of the orig
language, this band gap originates from the complete tran
of charge from thed band to thef band. In terms of the spin
variables, the magnetization is saturated (M52n/2), and
there is an energy gap proportional touBz2Bz

cu (Bz
c is the

critical field that saturates the magnetization!.4

In Fig. 6, we also showM (T,Bz) for different values of
asymmetry ratiot↑ /t↓ and n51. Note that for Bz50,
M (T)50 in all the cases. While at high temperature, i.
T/t↓.1, M (T,Bz) shows a small variance between syste
with different values oft↑ /t↓ , the change is much more pro
nounced at small temperatures. In the symmetric lim

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Specific heatCV ~per unit cell! vs T for
U f d58, n51, various values ofBz , and different ratios oft↑ /t↓ .

FIG. 6. ~Color online! MagnetizationM ~per unit cell! vs T for
U f d58, n51, various values ofBz , and different ratios oft↑ /t↓ .
The inset shows a blowup region ofM for a large number ofBz

50.05,0.1, . . . 0.7. The critical valueBc;0.4 is represented with a
thicker line.
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M (T,Bz) changes nearly linearly with increasingBz . Away
from this limit, a strong nonlinear behavior resembling
Ising-like metamagnetic transition is observed at low te
peratures fort↑ /t↓;0.3. This behavior is more pronounce
near t↑;0. A metamagnetic transition in the asymmetr
Hubbard model corresponds to a valence transition in
extended FKM. Due to our limitation to small system siz
that is reflected in our inability to extend the calculation
smaller temperatures, we are unable to determine whe
the jump inM (T→0,Bz) is discontinuous fort↑,t↓ or not.
However, quantum Monte Carlo simulations of theXXZ
model14 in very large clusters show that there is a discontin
ous change of the magnetization as a function ofBz . A finite
jump can also be seen att↑50 andBc;0.4t↓ presented in
the inset of Fig. 6, where we showM (T) for a large number
of chosen values ofBz . This is also in agreement with th
investigations of the FKM on small clusters15 and in infinite
dimensions.9 The existence of an Ising-like metamagne
transition was clearly established for the strong coupling
gime in Ref. 4.

The discontinuous change ofM as a function ofBz is
associated with a first order quantum phase transition
tween the Ising-like ~orbital ordering! antiferromagnetic
phase withM50 and thexy-like ~Bose-Einstein condensa
tion of excitons! phase that has a finite value ofM4. In other
words, the transition between orbital ordering and the Bo
Einstein condensation of excitons is also a valence transit

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the thermodynamic properties of
asymmetric Hubbard model as a function ofT, n, andBz . In
particular, we followed the change of the thermodynam
properties as the system evolves from its symmetric li
represented by the original Hubbard model (t↑5t↓) to the
other limiting case,t↓50, which corresponds to the origina
FKM for spinless fermions. The results ofCV(T) for n51
andBz50 always show two peaks: a low-T peak associated
with low-energy collective spin excitations~orbital excita-
tions in the original language! and a high-energy peak tha
corresponds to charge excitations. More pronounced dif
ences between the symmetric and asymmetric regimes
pear in the specific heat away from half-filling. This effect
related to the band ferromagnetism produced by the diffe
hopping amplitudes of each spin polarization, which is
addition enhanced by the presence of a strong Coulomb
teraction. The enhancement of ferromagnetism byU f d is
clearly seen in theM (n) plots where the saturation value o
the magnetization (M52n/2) is reached in a wide interva
of densities and temperatures. The magnetization can b
to three times higher forU f d58t↓ than for the noninteracting
limit. In terms of our original variables, the large change
the magnetization indicates the presence of a valence in
bility.

The response of the system to the external magnetic fi
Bz or the shift of thef level position in the original FKM
strongly depends on the ratio oft↑ /t↓ as well. In the sym-
metric limit, we obtain small changes ofCV asBz is varied
in the interval 0,Bz /t↓,1. In the asymmetric case,Bz is
2-5
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much more effective in softening and suppressing collec
spin excitations causing the shift and suppression of the l
T peak ofCV , which is accompanied by a rapid change
the magnetization with increasingBz . The rapid change in
magnetization represents a valence transition driven by
shift of the f level position in the original FKM. Our result
indicate that this valence transition exists in the exten
s
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FKM for the whole range of hopping ratiost↑,t↓ and dis-
appears when this ratio becomes equal to one.
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